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From 
confusion 
and brain 
fog to self-
acceptance 
and a clear life 
direction
Kinesiology can help you 
understand yourself: why you 
do what you do and why you 
feel how you feel.

by Phillipa Huynh

C onfusion and brain fog used 
to be my daily endurance. I 
would be full of anger one 

minute, overwhelmed the next and 
desperately searching for answers on 
how to get my life in order or to stay 
focused on something for long enough 
to finish it. Feeling lost in a world full 
of expectations, I felt helpless and 
confused most of my existence.  It 
wasn’t always terrible. My life as a whole 
wasn’t so bad at all, but my struggle – 
mostly hidden – was my relationship 
with my head.

I’ve often recalled how my life could 
be – so sporadic, so illogical and so 
damn confusing – that was until I bit the 

bullet and took the time for myself and 
began regularly visiting my kinesiologist. 
Then I went from not having any 
direction, being dictated by my life-
governing rules that were held together 
by a strand of cotton, to actualising 
who I am, actualising my potential and 
accepting all of me as being simply 
human, and accepting my society-
defined weaknesses as my gifts.

I was trying to conform in a world of 
conformity, trying to belong without 
finding my family, but when I began to 
accept who I was, truly, deeply inside, 
I no longer found it necessary to fit the 
mould of society. Having that confidence 
to stand up and be me – regardless of 
the outcome of staying true to myself 
– made a world of difference in my 
attitudes, my sacrifices, my relationships 
and ultimately my career.  That’s the 
power of kinesiology.

Having finally realised who I am and 
why I am here, I became a kinesiologist 
myself. Now I help people who are lost, 
trying to find their way through the 
barriers, the bewilderment, the loss of 
the world as they knew it. Furthermore, 
without their realising it, every single 
one of my clients helps me to become 
more in tune with myself, with what I 
want and what I am here to do. It is a 
privilege.

People often ask what kinesiology 
is, but the tool itself is irrelevant. The 
problems people have that kinesiology 
assists is what really matters. It can 
help you understand yourself: why you 
do what you do, why you feel how you 
feel, why you can’t stop the thoughts 

racing around in your head that keep 
you up at night.  When you understand 
yourself, you can accept yourself. And 
the impact of that is limitless. THAT is 
what kinesiology is. n

Phillipa, working in Park 
Orchards and Thornbury, 
Victoria, specialises in 
helping people suffering 
from stress and fatigue 

using kinesiology. Having lost her 
mother to cancer not long after 
becoming a mum herself, she has a 
special place in her heart for the carers 
and sufferers of long-term illness.

Be free from emotional and
physical chronic pain.

Feel, Look and Live Better

Kinesiology with Rossana Fazzolari

Together lets transform
Your Complete Health.

www.yourcompletehealth.com.au
0400 027 428
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leora katranski kinesiolgy

learn to diffuse stress
manage trauma through awareness
for the perfect balance of mind and body

leora katranski
ICPKP Kinesiopratic®

m 0402 957 793
e leora@katranski.com

melbourne119471i191

Life Balance Therapy
Holistic Kinesiology

Wollongong and the Illawarra area

Sharilee Manning
Dip. Health Sci. Holistic Kinesiology

0403 927 158
lifebalancetherapykinesiology

sharilee@lifebalancetherapy.com.au

Bring balance, confidence 
and well-being into your life, 
relationships and decisions
with Holistic Kinesiology
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